Coffee - Bean to cup
Kafenista (RFA Certified)
30% Arabica and 70% Robusta beans. A quality blend providing a full nutty, round body with slight
chocolate overtones, great depth and character. Wonderful soft textures on the palette, the perfect coffee
for drinking throughout the day.

Kafenista (Decaffeinated)
100% Arabica beans. A quality blend providing a full round body. On the palette a real soft textured
coffee sensation, without the caffeine kick.

Lavazza Grande Ristorazionne
Rich blend of aroma and body, consisting of coffee from plantations in Africa, Asia and South America,
ideal for use in catering.

Lavazza Super Crema
A blend made from washed Brazilian coffee beans grown in Central America and Indonesia, for a
particularly delicate, mild coffee with a wonderfully creamy texture.

Lavazza Tierra (RFA Certified)
An excellent blend made up of 100% Central and South American milds in which the aroma and intense
liquor flavour of Central American coffee combines with the soft scent and delicate acidity of South
American coffees.

Lavazza DEK (Decaffeinated)
Predominance of full-bodied Brazilian Arabica coffees and a small percentage of smooth Asian
Robusta. Medium balanced with a round aroma, rich taste and good full-body.

Coffee - Soluble / Instant
Café Nueva® Intenso (RFA Certified)
Intense caramel & sweet notes with a well-rounded body. Matched against one of the finest household
coffee brands, who are famed for quality. Café Nueva Intenso is not only excellent in quality, but is also
Rainforest Alliance CertifiedTM so offers an ethical story as well!

Café Nueva® Primo (Fairtrade Certified)
Finest quality South American Fairtrade instant freeze dried coffee. Aromatic and smooth.

Café Nueva® Decaf
A great smooth drinking aromatic taste consisting of intense caramel & sweet notes with a wellrounded body and of course, reduced caffeine.

Tea
Twinings Assam Tea
One of the world's most famous - a rich and strong, deep-amber tea that goes perfectly with brunch or
after dinner instead of coffee.

Twinings Darjeeling
Darjeeling in North East India isn't easy to get to. Even the famous antique toy-train has to wind its way
carefully through valleys and round mountains. But it's worth it for the region's speciality: tea. The
altitude gives Darjeeling its light, delicate taste and shimmering gold colour. Take a sip and escape the
world on a journey of your own.

Twinings Earl Grey
Light, fragrant and with a distinctive lemon and bergamot flavour, our Earl Grey still has all the taste of
the original. And we like to think it's still the best.

Twinings English Breakfast
Bright, full-bodied and full of flavour, English Breakfast is perfect for clearing away your cobwebs at any
time of day.

Twinings English Breakfast Decaffeinated
Bright and refreshing, it's made from only the finest tea leaves, which have been carefully decaffeinated.
So now you can have all the taste of a good cup of tea, but without the caffeine burst.

Twinings Lapsang Souchong
There isn't a scent or flavour more distinctive than Lapsang Souchong. It's all down to the pinewood
smoke that permeates the tea leaves when they're being dried. The result? A smokey, golden tea that
will evoke forests of pine trees and ice-capped mountains with every sip.

Twinings Chai
Spicy, soothing flavour with the distinctive scent of cinnamon, ginger and cloves. Chai is perfect at any
time of day, but particularly in the afternoon. Invite some friends round and share the secret all over
again.

Twinings Lady Grey
Unique to Twinings, Lady Grey is Earl Grey's elegant cousin. Her tea has the same light and delicate
taste of bergamot, but with added hints of oranges and lemons. The fresh, bright flavour will instantly
take you to a sunnier place.

Twinings Pure Green Tea
As dawn breaks and the dewy mist hangs in the air, the first buds and leaves are picked to lock in the
fresh green flavour.

Twinings Calming Camomile

A sea of white and yellow flowers dance under a brilliant blue sky. We harvest our camomile during the
warm summer months, selecting the pollen heads, as they’re the sweetest part. This delicate floral
infusion if traditionally used to help you relax, so sink into a deep armchair and let your worries drift
away… Made with all-natural ingredients – nothing more, nothing less. Naturally caffeine free with no
added sugar.

Twinings Invigorating Peppermint Tea
Fields of soft green peppermint leaves sway with the breeze. Each year we wait for the warmest months
to come before we harvest – when the leaves are rich in essential oils. It’s what makes this infusion
taste so minty and invigorating. For centuries peppermint has been used to aid digestion, making it
perfect just after a meal. Made with all-natural ingredients – nothing more, nothing less. Naturally
caffeine free with no added sugar.

Twinings Cranberry & Raspberry
Plump cranberries and velvety raspberries shine softly in the evening sunlight. This blend brings you
the best of both delicious fruits: the tart sweetness of cranberries, balanced with the gentle tang of
raspberries – and a touch of fragrant elderflower. The result is a delightfully lively infusion, bursting with
the taste of summer. Made with all-natural ingredients – nothing more, nothing less. Naturally caffeine
free with no added sugar, enjoy any time of the day. Fancy yours chilled? Allow the infusion to cool
before adding some ice and a few fresh raspberries.

Twinings Revitalising Lemon & Ginger
Citrus and spice and all things nice. Revive your senses with real pieces of warm, spicy ginger blended
with the fresh, zesty taste of lemons. It’s perfect after a meal, as ginger has traditionally been used to
aid digestion. Made with all-natural ingredients – nothing more, nothing less. Naturally caffeine free with
no added sugar, enjoy any time of the day.

Chocolate
Galaxy® Hot Chocolate
Containing real Galaxy® chocolate. Galaxy hot chocolate is closer than ever before to confectionery
product. Offering a silky smooth, creamier and better than ever before taste.
Granulated - better flow provides less chance of blockage and dissolves easier. It’s HVO Free (Trans-fat
free) ingredients offer reduced saturates and salt.
Now in Pouch format – Easy open, easy pour, easy reseal.

Milfresh® Fairtrade Hot Chocolate (HVO Free and Fairtrade)
We’ve taken our Milfresh know how and wrapped it up into a new range of skimmed milk based
chocolates, offering a cleaner, more authentic richer recipe for superior hot chocolate results.
HVO Free (Trans-fat free) ingredients offers reduced saturates and salt.

Milfresh® School Friendly Hot Chocolate (HVO Free)
Our School friendly (HVO) free hot chocolate is perfect for daily consumption by school children/
students. We’ve taken our Milfresh know how and wrapped it up into a new range of skimmed milk
based chocolates, offering a cleaner, more authentic richer recipe for superior hot chocolate results.
HVO Free (Trans-fat free) ingredients offer reduced saturate and salt.

Milk / Creamer
Milfresh® Gold (Granulated Skimmed Milk)
Superior Granulated Skimmed Milk delivers authentic quality milk that 'tastes as good as fresh'. This
HVO free Skimmed Milk is virtually fat free and makes superb cappuccino and latte with a thick, creamy
head. The natural taste also makes it ideal for tea and coffee.

